
For more than a decade, schools and districts 
across the country have trusted Singlewire 
Software to deliver solutions that address 
the three most critical components of 
student and teacher safety: detecting threats, 
notifying everyone, and managing incidents. 
With the ability to screen visitors at the door, 
send on-site and mobile notifications, and 
handle critical events from start to finish, 
Singlewire offers a complete set of solutions 
that delivers the information you need when 
it matters most.

SCHOOL SAFETY SOLUTIONS

MANAGE EVENTS

NOTIFY EVERYONE

DETECT THREATS
Screen visitors, monitor sensors, and 
provide one-touch activation to send 
alerts the moment someone identifies 
an issue.

Leverage intrusive audio, text, and visual 
alerts that penetrate every area of your 
building and interrupt ongoing activities.

Schedule school bells, send 
announcements, and have all the tools 
to manage critical incidents, at your 
fingertips.
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Safety & Communication Solutions
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION
Get the word out so everyone receives the 
information they need to stay out of harm’s way.

DESKTOP NOTIFICATION
Deliver alerts directly to desktops with network 
and cloud-based notifications.

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Manage events using real-time insights, safety 
resources, and flexible messaging.

VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Screen and verify visitors and add anonymous 
tip line capabilities.

BELL SYSTEMS
Schedule and automate your schools bells for 
the entire year.

PAGING
Utilize intrusive audio to send pages to phones, 
speakers, and analog paging systems.

PANIC BUTTONS
Use wearable and mounted devices, a mobile app, 
and keyboard shortcuts to request help.

ACTIVE SHOOTER SAFETY
Integrate gunshot detection systems to share 
alerts and trigger lockdowns.

911 ALERTING
Notify key personnel when 911 is dialed and send 
alerts that connect directly to dispatchers.

SEVERE WEATHER ALERTING
Monitor feeds from the National Weather Service 
to stay ahead of natural disasters.

AtlasIED IPX endpoints like this one 
are InformaCast compatible and 
deliver critical text and audio inside 
and outside school buildings. 

Visit www.atlasied.com/singlewire-informacast or contact our team at 
support@atlasied.com or 800-876-3333, to learn more.
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